
ON RINGS ON RINGS1

ANATOLE BECK2

This paper presents a solution to a popular problem in the subject

of rings of analytic functions. In the late 1940's it was shown that two

domains Dx and D2 in the complex plane were conformally equivalent

(to within a certain equivalence relation) iff the rings BiDi) and 7>(7J>2)

of all bounded analytic functions defined on them were algebraically

isomorphic.3 In the case of annuli, two are conformally equivalent iff

the ratio of the radii of one equals the same ratio for the other. It

follows that this ratio must be contained somewhere in the algebraic

structure of the ring. The problem is to find it. More exactly,

1. Problem. Let 9î be a ring which is known to be isomorphic with

the ring of bounded analytic functions on an annulus A = {z| px < \ z\

<p2}, where px and p2 are not known. From the ring ïft, deduce the

number P2/P1.

Actually, the problem solved here is not the original one. That one

dealt with the algebra of all analytic functions. As we shall see later

in the paper, this original problem has a solution also, and this solu-

tion is somewhat simpler. Furthermore, the solution in this simpler

case extends to other, more complicated, domains.

To solve Problem 1, we will let 4> be the isomorphism mapping

B(A) onto 3Î, and will denote elements of BiA) by /, g, h and ele-

ments of <Hthya,b,c,d,e (eis the multiplicative identity). Let IEBÍA)

be the function identically equal to 1 on A. Then clearly e = </>(l), and

ne = (pin 1 ), so that + im/n)e = 4>i + im/n) • 1 ). — e has two square roots

in 9î, one being the image of i-l, the other the image of —i-l. It is

algebraically impossible to distinguish between these, since 9î has an

automorphism which takes one into the other (corresponding to the

mapping/—*/ in BiA)). Thus, we choose one root of — e and make it
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1 This problem has gone under this title for some years and, some feel, was in-

vented to make the title possible. The author has heard the invention of the problem

credited to a few sources, most frequently to Professor Melvin Henriksen of Purdue.

Professor Henriksen reports that the problem is due to Professor P. C. Rosenblum

of Minnesota but (proudly) takes full credit for the title.

2 This research was supported by the University of Wisconsin, under contract No.

AF 49(638)-868 with the Air Force Office of Scientific Research.

3 Actually, if £(A)=5(A), then A and D2 are either conformally or anti-con-

formally equivalent, after the removable boundary points (see [l]) have been sup-

pressed. In the case of an annulus, neither of these limitations has an effect.
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correspond to i-1; denote it as ie. Then 4>Hri+r2i)l) =rie+r2ie for all

rational t\, r2, with possibly a consistent error in the sign of the imagi-

nary term.4 Note now that aERif) [the closed range of/] iff/ —al

has no inverse in BiA), i.e., iffr/>(/)— ae has no inverse in 9Î, i.e., iff« is

in the spectrum <ri<pif)) of </>(/). Thus, if aEtR, we know for each ra-

tional n, r% whether ri+ir2ERi<P~'ia)) by knowing whether iri+ir2)e

— a has an inverse in 9Î. Therefore, if 4>~lia) is not a constant, we know

Ri4>~lia)). Specifically, if pia) =sup {|a| | a(E<r(a)}, then pia) is also

the maximum modulus (hereinafter abbreviated MM) of </>_1(a). At

this point, if we could find the function z, we would be finished, for

MM(z)MM(z-1)=p2-(l/pi). Actually, we cannot hope to do better

than finding az±1, a^O which is algebraically indistinguishable from

z. In any case, if r/>-1(a)(z) =az±1, a^O, then p(a)-p(a_1) =p2/pi. We

now require an algebraic characterization of az±1.

2. Lemma. Let A be an annulus, and letfEBiA). Suppose that

Io f-'EBiA), where f~liz)-fiz) = 1, all zEA.

2° f is schlicht.
3° For every gEBiA), either (*) or (**) holds:

(*) MM(/-g) = MM(/)-MM(g),

(**) MMif-'-g) = MM(f-1)-MM(g).

Then f(z) = az*x for some a^O.

Proof. LetK=MM(f), ¿ = MM(/~1). If every point in the bound-

ary of R(f) has modulus K or ¿_1, then since/ is schlicht, R(f) is an

annulus conformai with A, and the conclusion is a well-known result.

We shall, therefore, assume that xeô(R(f)), ¿_1<|x| <K, and ob-

tain a contradiction to 3°, i.e., we shall find a function gEBiA) such

that MM(g) = l, but MMCf-gX-K, MM(/~1-g)<¿.
First let gi be any function analytic in i?(/) with a peak at x.6 With-

out loss of generality, we can assume that MM(gi) = 1. Let r, e be so

chosen that (|x| — r)_1 < k — e, i\x\ + r) < K — e. Then

sup {|gi(z)| |z —x| ^r, zEA} =v<1. Set g(z) =gi(/(z)). Then g is

analytic in A and MM(g) = 1. For z£^4 with | x—/(z) | <r,

I/««CO I   =  l/Wl -\g(z)\   èiK-e)-l,
I/-Wz) I   =  \t\z)\ -\giz)\   á(*-e)-l.

* This is the last mention we make of this possible error. If ie = <f> ( — il), then an

analysis like the one in the remainder of the paper will show that Theorem 3 still

holds.

6 For a definition of peak of a function, see [l].
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For zEA, \x-f(z)\^r,

I/(*)«(*) I   =  1/(2)1 -|«W|   =K-V,
\f-K')gi')\ = \r1iz)\-\giz)\úk-v-

Thus

MMifg) ¿ max (A - í, Kr¡) < K = MM(/)MM(g),

MM(f-'j) g max (* - e, kv) < k = MM^MMig).

Therefore, 3° is violated, which establishes the contradiction.

We need only show that the properties Io, 2°, 3° on / follow from

purely algebraic conditions on 4>(f), and the problem is solved. Io and

3° are clearly algebraic. We note that if / is not schlicht, then there is

some complex rational rx+r2i such that/ takes the value twice, unless

/ is a constant function. Thus, if K>k~x and if for each rx+r2i with

k~l< |ri+r2î| < K, f—(ri+r2i)l has only one zero, then / is schlicht.

It follows that

3. Theorem. Let 9Î be a ring which is algebraically isomorphic with

B(A), the ring of bounded analytic functions on the annulus

A = {z\ pi <  \z\   < p2}.

Then there is an element aE?H satisfying 1°, 2°, 3° below, and for

any such element, p(a) -p(a~l) =p2/pi.
Io a~1EB(A).

2° (p(a~1))~1 <p(a) and for every complex rational rx + r2i with

(p(a_1))_1< |r1+r2i| <p(a) we have (a—(rxe + r2ie))'!R is a maximal

ideal in 9Î.

3° For every bE'St either (*) or (**):

(*) P(ab) = P(a)p(b),

(**) Pia-'b) = p(a-i)p(b).

Proof. Clearly (j>(z) meets the three conditions. Further, if 4>(f)

meets the conditions, then f(z) =az±l, and the conclusion follows.

4. The original problem. Let 9Î be a ring which is known to be

isomorphic with the ring A(D) of all analytic functions on an un-

known domain D. Given 9Î, find a conformai or anti-conformal image

of D.
In this case, the restriction concerning removable boundary points

is unnecessary. We note, in fact, that the spectrum of an element in

A(D) is the actual range of the corresponding function, rather than
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its closure, and our methods will only yield the closure. If we actually

knew all the irrational constant functions, then we could obtain the

actual spectrum. We will use a method of W. Rudin to obtain these

constant functions. Denote, then, the closure of the spectrum of an

element a by c(a). We see that if there is a nonconstant foEA(D)

which is bounded, then zER(z-l+fo — w-l), where wER(fo). Also,

n r(zi + —fo —wi)
n>o    \ re «        /

is exactly the point z. Thus, if a£9î is an element with no complex

rational in its spectrum, then a must be the image of z-1 for some

irrational z. The value of z is, in fact the only point in [\a(a+b— ae),

where the intersection is taken over all &£$ft with at least two com-

plex rationals in cr(b), and all complex rationals aE<r(b). Thus, for

any a£9î, we can get o(a), which is the range of the corresponding

function. Therefore, if a is schlicht, o(a) is conformai or anti-con-

formal with D.

In case the domain D has no nonconstant bounded analytic func-

tions, this method collapses completely, since ä(a+b— ae) is always

the whole plane.
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